ENDOWMENT FUND
Investing in the Educational Future of Wakatipu Youth
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Proudly supporting
Wakatipu High School to
Reach for their Heights.
The Wakatipu High School (WHS) is
Queenstown’s only high school, educating all
children who live in the Wakatipu Basin. It is
state funded, with a vision to deliver Aotearoa
New Zealand's best all-round education.
The key priority of WHS is student learning,
progress and achievement, and recent
academic results are testament to the very
high levels of achievement of its students. For
example, in 2019, WHS ranked number two
out of 187 co-educational state schools in NZ,
for University Entrance qualification. WHS
students also achieve in vocational pathways
through programmes facilitated by the careers
department; and with its Gifted programme,
it can ensure the full range of students reach
their potential.
As well as its academic foundation, WHS offers
students a broad range of ‘all-round’ extra
and co-curricular opportunities in sport, the
arts, music, culture, community, outdoors and
leadership. This enables students to learn, grow
and develop into confident young people.
Queenstown’s unique geographic environment
also enables WHS to offer outstanding Outdoor
Education programmes, including the iconic
Year 10 Branches Camp.

WHO WE ARE

Wakatipu High School Foundation
c/- Affleck O’Meara Limited
PO Box 1010
Level 2, 45 Camp Street
Queenstown 9300
Email: exec@whsf.nz
Registered Charity Number: CC49702

The Wakatipu High School Foundation (The
Foundation) was established as a charitable
trust in 2013 to support WHS in its vision and
to oversee the management and investment
of gifts and donations from our school
community.
The Foundation currently funds a range of
initiatives which enable WHS students to

reach their potential in a supportive and
well-resourced environment. This includes
promoting excellence in academic, sporting
and arts achievement, assisting students
with financial hardship to participate in
educational and extra-curricular opportunities,
and investing in programmes to support the
wellbeing of the school community.

Our vision is for all
WHS students to
be enabled to meet
their potential in
a supportive and
well-resourced
environment.
The Foundation relies on the generosity of
its community, including Business Partners,
Endowment donors, Community charities
(providing grants), parents and alumni.
The Foundation is passionate about supporting
WHS and its commitment to delivering
Aotearoa New Zealand’s best all-round
education. This is reflected in the continued
success of its students, which the Foundation is
proud to share and celebrate.
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How does the Endowment work?
The concept of endowment gifts is that they are perpetual – intended by donors to benefit both current
and future generations of students. The Foundation is therefore obligated to preserve the purchasing
power of these gifts by spending only a fraction of their value each year, the fundamental purpose being to
maintain intergenerational equity.

PERPUTUAL FUNDING TO
BENEFIT CURRENT & FUTURE
G E N E R AT I O N S
What is the Endowment Fund?
All the world’s great educational institutions
have endowment funds. Endowments provide
a stable funding base to drive the strategic
missions of the institution, assisting them to
survive storms and making them less reliant on
public funding mechanisms and changes that
may occur to those mechanisms.
Endowment gifts are used to fund a broad range
of strategic initiatives, beyond what is possible
through public funding. This may include
support for additional staffing, student life and
activities, sport, academic programmes, the arts,
music, financial aid for students, scholarships,
and/or enhancement of facilities. Endowment
initiatives provide critical additional resource
which helps enable students to be the best
they can be. That is why donors to outstanding
educational institutions respond so strongly to
appeals for endowment funding.

The Wakatipu High School Foundation
Endowment Fund (the Fund) was established in
2013. Its objectives reflect WHS’s unique position
as the only high school in the Queenstown
district, providing a high-quality education to
all the district’s children. In this respect, WHS
is a proxy for the future of the Queenstown
community as it is responsible for molding
the next generation of its front-line staff,
business leaders, entrepreneurs and trades
people. Because it is a “whole of community”
organisation, it is key to the future prosperity of
Queenstown.

The Foundation aims to create, over
time, a substantial endowment fund,
the distributable income of which will be
used for the continued advancement of
the school.

Together, we can
continue to make
a real and lasting
impact on the
educational future of
the Wakatipu region.

Some donors provide endowment gifts on the basis
they be restricted to specific programs or purposes
and must be spent in accordance with the terms set
forth by the donor. Payout from these funds can only
be spent in support of the Fund’s designated purpose.
Unrestricted funds are more flexible in nature and are
critical in supporting structural operating expenses and
transformative strategic initiatives. Many of the leading
educational institutions of the world enjoy a mix of
general and specific purpose endowment funding.
Each year, a portion of the endowment is paid out as an
annual distribution to support the school’s designated
initiatives, while any appreciation in excess of this
distribution is retained in the endowment so it can
grow and support future generations. As a result, the
endowment can provide the financial foundation for
the School for generations to come.
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Why leave an Endowment?
AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR COMMUNITY
By virtue of being the only high school in the Wakatipu district, the high school is a proxy for and an
extension of the Queenstown community. Any investment in the Endowment is an investment not
only in the future of our children, but also the Queenstown community. If our children are receiving
the best education in the NZ, this further validates the reasons families choose to live in Queenstown.
It also ensures graduates of the School leave armed with the attitude and ability to make a meaningful
contribution to Queenstown, or the broader world in which they choose to engage.

MAKE AN IMPACT
By leaving an enduring gift to the school, it is your
opportunity to give back to a community which may
have served you very well, whether financially or in
terms of the quality of your life and wellbeing. Your
gift will make a meaningful difference in the lives of
students, faculty and staff by enhancing their education
and exposure to opportunities.

GIVE BACK

The Foundation’s
Current Funding Programme
The Foundation currently makes an annual
contribution of approximately $200,000 to the
High School. Most of this contribution is currently
raised through a variety of fund-raising initiatives,
including events, support from Business
Partners in the district and community grants.
The Endowment fund, still in its infancy, makes
only a nominal contribution towards the annual
funding generated by the Foundation for the
school.
This current funding is important to the school,
allowing a range of initiatives to be employed
which would otherwise be impossible to offer.
These contributions are deeply appreciated.
However, the Foundation is aware that much of
this funding is potentially one off or limited term
in nature and provides no long-term guarantees
for the school.
Moreover, the funding needs of the School are
increasing as the school’s roll rapidly grows.
From approximately 700 students when the
Foundation was established in 2013, to over 1100
in 2021, the school is forecast to reach a capacity
roll of 1800 by the end of the decade. The current

level of contribution from existing initiatives is
fast becoming inadequate to meet the school’s
current needs, let alone its aspirations for the
future.
The Foundation has a short-medium term
objective of increasing its level of funding from
$200,000 to $400,000 per annum. Inflation
adjusted, this is considered the minimum sum
sufficient to ensure that the School can execute
on its key strategic initiatives and work towards
its goal of providing New Zealand’s best all round
education.
In addition, the Foundation has a medium –
long term objective of generating the majority
of its funding through earnings derived from
endowment gifting. This is because the nature
of endowments makes them uniquely able to
guarantee funding security in perpetuity.
In broad terms, this means the Foundation must
raise overtime, $15-20 million in endowment
funding, to deliver on its objectives. The current
level of endowment funds is $500,000.

In giving a gift, you may be motivated by personal experience to support a cause which you are passionate
about; you may choose to honour a loved one and/or
their memory; you may wish to express gratitude for
your experience at the school as a parent or pupil (past
or current); or you may wish to express your love of the
Queenstown district and your wishes for its future.

CONNECT & ENGAGE
Through your endowment, if you wish to, you may also
build a stronger connection with the students, faculty
and programmes that benefit from your generosity.

The perpetual nature of the gift allows
sustained support, and you will have the
satisfaction of knowing that your investment
in something you care deeply about, will
endure.
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INVESTMENT POLICY
All endowment funds, irrespective of restrictions
places on spending, are commingled for
investment purposes; and tracked with
unit accounting, much like a mutual fund.
Endowment gifts of cash, securities or property
are valued and exchanged for units that
represent a claim on a portion of the total
investment portfolio.
On 30 March 2020, the Foundation entered
into a Discretionary Investment Management
Service Agreement with Jarden Securities
Limited (Jarden). The Agreement grants Jarden
the authority to manage the Foundation
Endowment Portfolio on a discretionary
basis, subject to the SIP which sets out the
Foundations long term investment objectives.

RESPONSIBLE INVESTINGNOW AND INTO THE
FUTURE
Management of Funds
INVESTMENT COMMITTEE
The Endowment Fund is managed by the
Investment Committee (IC), a subcommittee of
the Board of Trustees. The IC consists of three
Foundation Trustees that appoint an external
Investment Manager, with investment expertise.
The IC meets regularly to review asset allocation
policies, Endowment performance and strategies
proposed by the external Investment Manager. The
Committee approves guidelines for investment of
the Endowment portfolio, specifying investment
objectives, spending policy and approaches for the
investment of each asset category. The Investment
Committee brings discipline to the endowment
management process via formal adoption of a
Statement of Investment Policy (SIP).
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The Foundation has approved a strategy
that encompasses a diversified multi-asset
class portfolio with the objective to preserve
and grow the Foundation’s capital in real
(inflation adjusted) terms and to generate
income commensurate with the Investment
Committee’s requirements. The Foundation has
targeted a real return rate (after all investment
expenses and inflation) from the portfolio of
4%, recognizing that the targeted rate of return
is a long term one and will not be achieved
in every measurement period. The current
Strategic Asset Allocation recommended by
the Investment Manager and accepted by the
Investment Committee, is categorized as a
balanced/conservative strategy under the Jarden
framework.

KEY CONSIDERATIONS
The Investment Policy is based on the following
key considerations:
•

The Foundation expects to exist in perpetuity.
Accordingly, it has chosen to adopt a longterm investment horizon.

•

The Foundation seeks, where possible, to
minimise volatility or risk. Notwithstanding
this, the Foundation acknowledges that
investing solely in capital stable investments
exposes the Foundation’s asset base to the
risk of inflation and is willing to accept some
risk in order to increase its expected return.

•

The Foundation’s strategy is to see capital
growth over time with some income,
accepting that moderate risk is attached to
that strategy.

The Investment Committee will periodically
review its SIP when circumstances arise where
the Committee consider a change is prudent.

SPENDING POLICY
The spending rule is a key fiscal discipline for an endowed institution. Spending policies seek
to balance the institution’s conflicting goals of providing support for current operations and
preserving purchasing power of endowed assets.
The Foundation currently targets an annual endowment payout rate of 3-5% of the market value
of the endowed assets in each year. The spending policy combines a long-term spending rate
target with a smoothing rule, which adjusts spending in any given year gradually in response to
changes in Endowment market value. The actual payout rate may fluctuate slightly depending
on the performance results of investment assets, but the intention is to provide as steady an
income stream as possible, so the school is able to plan for its needs. Adjustments may be made
to the payout mechanisms over time, always with the goal in mind to balance budget stability
with the preservation of the Endowment’s purchasing power.
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How to Establish an Endowment
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Our Trustees

If you are minded to make an Endowment gift, it is suggested in the first instance that you
contact one of the Foundation Trustees or Management to discuss options that would best fit
your situation and desires.

ENDOWMENT GIVING
Generally, it is expected that a gift will take
the form of cash, but equally any gift of shares
in companies listed on Stock Exchanges,
real estate, life insurance policies or personal
property will be gratefully received.

Wayne Foley

Adrian Januszkiewicz

Chairman

Trustee: Investment Committee

chairman@whsf.nz

adrian.januszkiewicz@pernik.co.nz

+64 27 486 4244

+64 21 677830

Richie O’Meara

Marc Holtzman

BEQUESTS
Gifts in the form of bequests in a will are also
deeply appreciated. This recognizes that some
individuals may not have the present ability
to make a gift but would like to commit today
to a gift that will be received at some point
in the future. If a gift is to be bequeathed
as part of a will it would be prudent to have
solicitors engaged to ensure your intentions are
accurately expressed in your will and to advise
the Foundation of your bequest.

Trustee: Investment Committee

Trustee: Investment Committee

richie@affleck.co.nz

Marc@marcholtzman.com

+64 27 694 1769

+64 27 362 3933

Debbie Zampieri

Dave Bulling

GIVE YOUR WAY
When you make your gift, you may choose to
designate a specific purpose for which your
funds can be spent or you may gift on an
unrestricted basis to provide the school with
funding flexibility. You may wish to have your
gift publicly recognised in perpetuity, or you
may wish to remain anonymous.
In all these matters, the Foundation seeks to be
flexible and work with donors to respect their
wishes and reflect their contributions in any
way they desire.

Contact a Wakatipu High School Foundation Trustee to begin
your journey to support education in the Wakatipu Basin.

Trustee

Trustee

debbielzampieri@gmail.com

dave.bulling@cookbrothers.co.nz

+64 21 047 3485

+64 21 90 90 60

THANK YOU

whsf.nz

